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With 36 years of serving as Colorado’s leading voice for kids the Colorado Children’s Campaign 

understands that the opportunity generated by the inconvenience and disruption of the last 

20 months is prime ground for change making. Innovation grows when conventional options 

and answers are stripped away and we must go back to the drafting table, armed with  

critical thinking, creativity and the passion to reimagine “normal”.

Our 2021 Annual Fundraiser event will focus on the impact  
of the COVID pandemic on education and the issues in our  
education system that have become pronounced due to the 
unprecedented shifts to educating children during the height of 
the pandemic. From the widening digital divide, food insecurity 
and the need of schools to provide consistent healthy meals, 
the mental health of children and youth, inequities in school 
funding, and discriminatory treatment of children of color, we 
will prompt the audience to re-envision the K-12 education 
blueprint with a lens that is responsive to the shift in education 
for kids. Participants will be encouraged to consider a plan for 
schools where kids are supported socially, emotionally, physically 
and intellectually. A place where kids want to go.

 While gathering in one space is not an option this year, we will 
offer opportunities for networking and mingling as a hybrid  
virtual/in-person event. We will be hosting five in-person regional 
watch parties to accompany our live virtual program. The event 
will start at 4:00 pm for the watch parties and the live virtual 
program starts at 4:15 pm.

This year’s program will feature keynote speaker Sharif El-Mekki, 
founder and CEO of the Center for Black Educator Development 
and Colorado’s own Gitanjali Rao, TIME magazines’ first-ever 
kid of the year. We will highlight wins for kids in 2021 , while  
engaging in timely, thoughtful and perhaps challenging  
conversations about the way institutions of education are 
uniquely positioned to strengthen families and communities  
for generations to come.

About the Event

Sharif El-Mekki

Gitanjali Rao

The Center exists to ensure there will be equity  
in the recruiting, training, hiring, and retention  
of quality educators that reflect the cultural 
backgrounds and share common socio-political 
interests of the students they serve. The Center  
is developing a nationally relevant model to  
measurably increase teacher diversity and support 
Black educators through four pillars: Professional 
Learning , Pipeline , Policies , and Pedagogy. So 
far, the Center has developed ongoing and direct 
professional learning, mentoring, and coaching 
opportunities for Black teachers and other  
  educators serving students of color.

Just 15 years old, Rao has been selected from a 
field of more than 5,000 nominees as TIME’s  
first ever Kid of the Year. She spoke about her 
astonishing work using technology to tackle issues 
ranging from contaminated drinking water to 
opioid addiction and cyberbullying, and about her 
mission to create a global community of young 
innovators to solve problems the world over.

Founder and CEO of the Center for 
Black Educator Development 
 

Time Kid of the Year: 15 years old 
Lone Tree, CO 
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SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
$7,500 

Presenting
$5,000 
Keynote

$2,500 
Gold

$1,000 
Silver

$500 
Bronze

Exclusive acknowledgment as Presenting Sponsor X
Presence on watch party venue signage X X
Video recorded opportunity to address audience in 
email prior to the event

X

“Presented by” with logo on event paper and digital 
invitations (if pledged by August 31, 2021)

X

Keynote Speaker “brought to you by” line on all 
mentions of speaker 

X

Recognition from the virtual podium by name X X X
Mention in season opener of The West Steps  
Podcast Season 4

X X

Logo and recognition in first “Weekly Wrap-Up” 
video of the 2022 legislative session

X X

Recognition on website year-round Linked 
logo

Linked 
logo

Linked 
logo

Linked 
logo

Logo

Advertisement in digital luncheon program Full page Half page Half page Quarter 
page

Listed

Acknowledgment in weekly KidsFlash email  
newsletter to 4,200 subscribers

Logo Logo Name Name Name

Linked or tagged social media mention on  
Campaign Annual Luncheon posts beginning at 
time of sponsorship pledge

Every post Up to  
6 posts

Up to  
3 posts

1 post 1 post

Promoted (paid) post recognizing the sponsorship 
across our social media platforms for Presenting 
sponsor (one time)

Branded 
image as 

single post

Logo as 
single post

Logo as 
single post

Logo as 
shared post

Name on 
shared 
post

Entry to the watch party of your choice 5 guests 5 guests 3 guests 2 guests 1 guest

Custom branded widget on virtual event platform Full widget 
with links 
to your 
website

Full widget 
with links 
to your 
website

Full widget 
with links 
to your 
website

Listed in 
Sponsors 
widget

Listed in 
Sponsors 
widget

Tiered recognition in printed program Logo Logo Logo Logo Logo

Recognition in video screen presentation that runs 
during opening and breaks

Full slide Full slide Half slide Half slide List

Complementary branded invitation for your virtual 
guests

X X X X X

Virtual Lobby (Waiting area) recognition and  
promotion

Digital ad Digital ad Logo Logo Name

Inclusion in post-event thank you email blast Logo Logo Logo Logo Name

Recognition as a past sponsor in 2022 sponsorship 
solicitation

Logo Logo Logo Logo Name


